Improving Health at the Cellular Level!
When Native Americans were wounded in battle or sick with disease they would travel great
distances to come to the shores of the Great Salt Lake where they would wash their wounds and their
sick would drink from the life giving waters. They called the Great Salt Lake "Zanu-huba" - "Healing
Waters."
Decades later, scientists and medical doctors are now learning what the Native Americans knew all
along. Analysis of the waters coming from the Great Salt Lake shows they contain naturally
occurring ionic minerals. These nutrients were found to be in ionic form, making for easy absorption
and thus readily available for the body to use.
Many consider this breakthrough to be one of the most important advances to naturally fight disease
in the last 50 years!

1.How important are pH levels to a healthy body? An estimated 95% of Americans are too acidic (less than
pH7.0) in their body's tissues and fluids. The ideal is to be slightly alkaline (pH 7.25). Cell Vitality helps to
correct the body's acid-base balance and helps maintain pH in the ideal range.

2.How important is oxygen to a healthy body? Many experts conclude that the lack of oxygen in
human cells and tissue is linked to a vast variety of (and possibly all) health problems and diseases. Therefore,
the supplemental oxygen therapies (including Cell Vitality) have remarkable physiological benefits.

3.Why would Cell Vitality be preferable to just plain colloidal minerals? There are many
colloidal mineral products available in the marketplace today. Only Cell Vitality is capable of holding 70-plus
elements in a full aqueous solution and delivering them through ingestion to every single cell.

With Cell Vitality all the ingredients are not only desirable, but necessary for balanced health. Not
only does Cell Vitality provide the right nutrients, it also releases nascent oxygen to destroy harmful
toxins and microbial invaders, as well as gently balancing the pH of the cell matrix. It helps the body
to repair itself and increases energy.
Containing Trace Minerals and elements, enzymes, and amino acids in ionic form, Cell Vitality
provides biologically available nutrients directly to the cells. And because of its ability to generate
nascent oxygen and electrolytes at the cellular level, it continues to work for hours after ingesting.

Cell Vitality...The Support Your Body Needs!

